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We show a simple mechanism for a dynamical CPT violation in the neutron sector. In particular,
we show a CPT-violating see-saw mechanism, generating a Majorana mass and a CPT violating
mass for the neutron. CPT-violating see-saw involves a sterile partner of the neutron, living in
a hidden sector, in which CPT is spontaneously broken. In particular, neutrons (antineutrons)
can communicate with the hidden sector through non-perturbative quantum gravity effects called
exotic instantons. Exotic instantons dynamically break R-parity, generating one effective vertex
between the neutron and its sterile partner. In this way, we show how a small CPT violating mass
term for the neutron is naturally generated. This model can be tested in the next generation of
experiments in neutron-antineutron physics. This strongly motivates researches of CPT-violating
effects in neutron-antineutron physics, as a test-bed for dynamical CPT-violations in SM.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Is CPT a fundamental symmetry of Nature?
Only experimental observables can answer to this cru-
cial question. CPT is strictly connected with other deep
issues like Lorentz invariance (LI), Causality and Local-
ity. For this motivation, CPT seems an untouchable sym-
metry of Quantum Field Theories (QFT). However, it
is commonly retained that QFT are effective theories
of a more fundamental one, including quantum grav-
ity. In this generic idea, locality or LI could be emer-
gent/approximated principles rather than fundamental
ones [24]. On the other hand, CPT could be spon-
taneously or dynamically broken even if starting from
a CPT-preserving theory. For example, one can en-
visage the presence of a hidden sector, in which CPT
is spontaneously broken. In this case, mediators can
transmit informations of CPT-violations (CPTV) from
the hidden sector to Standard Model (SM). CPTV can
manifest itself in particle-antiparticle mass differences
(even if it is not the only CPTV observable, in gen-
eral). For general papers and reviews on CPT-violations,
see [1]. Kaons (Antikaons) are particularly sensitive to
CPTV effects, so that the actual limits are very stringent:
RK = |∆mKK¯ |/mK < 8× 10−19 [2]. On the other hand,
limits on neutron (antineutron) are much milder than the
previous ones: only Rn = |∆mnn¯|/mn < (9 ± 5) × 10−5
[3]. Next generation of experiments will improve limits
on neutron-antineutron physics [4]. In [5], it was pro-
posed that if a neutron-antineutron transition was found,
it would be a test for CPT. See also [6] for a recent paper
on CPTV in n− n¯ transitions.
In this paper, we propose a simple mechanism, dy-
namically breaking CPT in SM sector, generating a CPT
violating mass term only for the neutron! This mecha-
nism can avoid stringent limits on kaons as well as for
other possible channels. We propose a CPTV see-saw
mechanism for the neutron [25], in which a sterile part-
FIG. 1: Diagram of a CPT-violating see-saw mechanism for
the neutron. u, d, d are right-handed up and down quarks,
while ψ is a partner of the neutron, named ”neutronic weight”
or briefly ”nweight”. Black cross is a Majorana mass for ψ,
while red-crosses are CPTV mass terms for ψ. As a conse-
quence, ψ, ψ¯ get a CPT violating mass matrix. As a CPTV
see-saw mechanism, also a CPT violating mass matrix for n, n¯
is generated. The ’green’ vertices can be directly generated
by Exotic Instantons.
ner of the neutron, called ”neutronic weight” or briefly
”nweight”, living in a ”CPTV hidden sector”, can gener-
ate a Majorana mass and a CPT violating mass for the
neutron. In a ”CPTV hidden sector”, we assume that
CPT is violated by an unspecified mechanism, generat-
ing an unsuppressed CPTV mass for the nweight. Non-
perturbative stringy effects, called exotic instantons, can
provide privileged portals from the hidden sector to neu-
trons. For these motivations, a CPTV in neutron physics
seems strongly sustained by (exotic) instantons-mediated
models.
II. CPTV SEE-SAW MECHANISM FOR THE
NEUTRON
Let us introduce the basic idea of our model. We will
justify our assumptions later. We introduce a fermionic
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2field ψ living in a hidden sector. We call such a fermion
”neutronic weight” or ”nweight”. Such a particle is a
singlet with respect to SM gauge group (but not nec-
essary for other hidden gauge groups), i.e ψ(1, 1, 0) of
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1). We assume that ψ has a Ma-
jorana and a Dirac Mass term, mψψ¯ψ + µψψ
2 + h.c.
However, ψ has also a large CPT-violating mass term
ΛCPTV ψ
†ψ + h.c. Such a mass term is associated to a
local Lorentz symmetry breaking in the hidden sector:
aµψ¯γ
µψ → ΛCPTV ψ†ψ (1)
where aµ is a spurion vector field getting an expecta-
tion value 〈a0〉 so that 〈a0〉ψ¯γ0ψ = ΛCPTV ψ†ψ. At this
point, one could be ’afraid’ about the fact that such a
term seems gauge equivalent to zero such as an electric
potential. However, in a multifermionic theory for the
hidden sector such a conclusion is in general not true, as
discussed in litterature cited above [26]-[27].
Now, let us consider the following effective interactions
Leff = L1 + L2 (2)
where
L1 = µnψnψ + h.c (3)
L2 = mψψ¯ψ + µψψψ + ΛCPTV ψ†ψ + h.c (4)
L1 is an effective vertex of the neutron and the nweight
field, as a portal to the hidden sector. We will discuss
later how can be possible the generation of such an effec-
tive vertex, without generating other dangerous vertices.
Lagrangian Leff can give rise to a CPT violating mass
term µCPTV n
†n + h.c. This is a simple example of a
CPT-violating see-saw mechanism for the neutron. The
associated diagram is shown in Fig.1. In particular, ψ, ψ¯
have a non-diagonal mass matrix
Mψψ¯ =
(
mψ + ΛCPTV µψ
µ∗ψ mψ − ΛCPTV
)
(5)
On the other hand, this is a sub-matrix of neutron-
nweight system. In basis (n, n¯, ψ, ψ¯), the complete sys-
tem is
MCPTV =
(M0nn¯ Mnψ
M†nψ Mψψ¯
)
(6)
with
Mnψ =
(
µnψ 0
0 µ∗nψ
)
(7)
and M0nn¯ = mnI2×2.
The general CPTV see-saw formula for the neutron is
Mnn¯ = −M†nψM−1ψψ¯Mnψ (8)
Let us note that if ΛCPTV = mψ = 0, we recover the
CPT preserving case with a Majorana nweight. In this
FIG. 2: Mixed disk amplitudes generating an effective n−ψ-
vertex. The E2-instanton is in green, and it intersects ordi-
nary D6-branes’ stacks. This generates the desired effective
interactions among ordinary fields and modulini.
case, |mn−mn¯| = 0, but a Majorana mass for the neutron
(antineutron) is generated. Assuming µψ >> mn, µnn¯ '
µ2nψ/µψ. On the other hand, if nweight has also a Dirac
mass term, but again in CPT-preserving phase ΛCPTV =
0, we obtain a Majorana mass µnn¯ = −µ2nψµψ/(m2ψ−µ2ψ).
Now, let us consider CPTV case ΛCPTV 6= 0. In this
case, not only the neutron Majorana mass is non-trivially
affected, but we also obtain a difference in neutron and
antineutron Dirac masses:
µnn¯ = −
µ2nψµψ
−Λ2CPTV +m2ψ − µ2ψ
(9)
|mn −mn¯| =
2µ2nψΛCPTV
|Λ2CPTV −m2ψ + µ2ψ|
(10)
III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF
THE CPTV-SEESAW MODEL.
The main theoretical problems behind our toy-model
are: why does such a singlet field interact only with neu-
trons? Can such a field destabilize nuclei? Can CPTV
phases be transmitted also in kaons or other well con-
strained channels?
In this section, we will comment how possible can be a
situation in which ψ has one and only one portal-operator
like Onψ = ψucdcdc/Λ2nψ, without generating a plethora
of other dangerous operators. In other words, we de-
sire a mechanism to dynamically break baryon number
without generating all possible baryon and lepton violat-
ing operators. As shown in [7, 8], (B − L)-parity can
be dynamically broken from non-perturbative quantum
gravity effects known as exotic stringy instantons. This
class of instantons corresponds to Euclidean D-branes (or
E-branes), intersecting physical D-brane stacks. More
precisely, in IIA string-theory [28] , the class of ”exotic
instantons” corresponds to E2-branes wrapping different
3-cycles on the Calabi-Yau compactification with respect
to ordinary D6-branes [29].
In intersecting D-branes’ models, Standard Model con-
tent and the extra singlet can be easily reconstruct
in the low energy limit. On the other hand, an E2-
instanton, with the appropriate intersections and Chan-
3Paton group, can generate a superpotential like Wnψ =
SU cDcDc/M0 where M0 = e+SE2MS , where MS is the
string scale and e−SE2 is a function of geometric mod-
uli associated to 3-cycles of E2-brane on CY3. Now,
S is a nweight superfield with ψ as the lowest com-
ponent. These superpotential terms generate operator
Onψ = ψucdcdc/Λ2nψ with Λ2nψ = M0mg˜ (mg˜ gaugino
mass, like gluino, photino or zino).
AWnψ can be obtained in a D-brane model with extra
vector-like pairs of color-triplets, through the generation
of a non-perturbative mass term for these, as described
in our papers cited above. But here, we would like to sug-
gest another possibility: Wnψ can be directly generated
from exotic instantons, without the needing of colored-
mediators! In Fig.2, we show an E2-instanton directly
generating the neutron-nweight portal, through mixed
disk amplitudes. In particular: Dc comes from excita-
tions of open strings attached to one U(1)-stack (named
a) and a U(3)c-stack (named c); U
c from U(1)′-stack
(named b) and U(3)c-stack; S from U(1)-stack (a) and
U ′(1)-stack (b). Let us remind that we are considering
stacks of D6-branes wrapping 3-cycles on CY3. The E2-
brane intersects three times the a, two times the b and
one time the c. Effective interactions among ordinary su-
perfields S,U c, Dc and modulini αf=1,2,3, βg=1,2, τ i=1,2,3
(living between ordinary D6-branes and E2-branes):
LE2 ∼ Y (1)fg Sαfβg + Y (2)f αfDci τ i + Y (3)g βgU ci τ i (11)
where i is the color index of Uc(3), f = 1, 2, 3 labels
the number of α, g = 1, 2 the number of β; Y (1,2,3)
are Yukawa matrices coming from mixed disk correlators.
Integrating-out modulini∫
d3τd3αd2βe{Y
(1)
fg
Sαfβg+Y
(2)
f
αfDci τ
i+Y (3)g β
gUci τ
i} (12)
we obtain the desired superpotential, with M0 =
MSe
+SE2 . Such a mechanism can be embedded in D-
brane models like U3(3) × UL(2) × U(1) × U(1)′ × G or
U3(3)×SpL(2)×U(1)×U(1)′×G, where G is a generic
gauge extension obtained by the global D-brane construc-
tion [30]. A complete classification of all consistent quiv-
ers is beyond the purpose of this short paper. Finally, let
us comment that a CPTV mass term for ψ can be intro-
duced in our susy model, as a soft susy/CPT breaking
parameter by ”diagonal” R-R or NS-NS stringy fluxes
[31].
A. Proton is stable and CPTV in K0 − K¯0 are
smaller than in n− n¯
Now let us comment two important phenomenologi-
cal aspects of our model. First, a ∆B = 1 superpo-
tential like U cDcDcS/M0 could be dangerous: why not
introduce other ∆B,∆L = 1 interactions between S and
SM, immediately destabilizing the proton? The answer
is because our mechanism has dynamically broken an ini-
tial R-parity, generating one and only one superpotential
U cDcDcS/M0. Other ones are not generated. See also
our recent papers cited above for discussions on these
aspects. This one, alone, cannot destabilize the proton.
Let us note that also other discrete symmetries in the
hidden sector can be introduced: in this case the exotic
instanton dynamically breaks also these ones. In other
words, S not interacts with SM at perturbative level (we
have defined it a hidden particle for this motivation).
However, it can interact non-pertubatively through the
E2-instanton considered.
Another comment regards kaons: one can construct
a diagram generating a kaon-antikaon oscillation from
Wnψ = U cDcDcS/M0. In fact, calling s˜ the susy scalar
partner of ψ, we can obtain an operator u˜cdcdcs˜/M0,
while s˜ can have a susy soft mass m2s s˜
†s˜ + h.c. For our
construction, u, d can be up/down-like quarks, but they
can have different flavors (c, s, t, b quarks). From these,
we can obtain a D-term like diagram for K0 − K¯0 and
in general a plethora of neutral meson oscillations. In
our model set-up, it seems that CPTV phases propa-
gate also in these channels. However, let us note that,
these diagrams can be very suppressed with respect to
n − n¯ one: i) these have an extra one-loop suppression
from integration of one squark and one s˜; ii) ms is a
free-parameter that in principle can be putted also up to
the Planck scale! iii) Stringy mixed disk amplitudes are
not necessary democratic with flavor: coefficients Y (1,2,3)
are Yukawa matrices with flavors. For these motivations,
even if measures in mesons physics remained motivated
in our model, they are expected to be strongly suppressed
with respect to neutron ones!
IV. FURTHER IMPLICATIONS IN n− n¯
In this section, we will comment previous results, with
possible implications in next generation of experiments
on n− n¯-transitions.
First, let us note that expression (9) implies
RCPTV/CPTP =
µCPTVnn¯
µCPTPnn¯
=
m2ψ − µ2ψ
−Λ2CPTV +m2ψ − µ2ψ
(13)
If ΛCPTV << |µψ −mφ|, RCPTV/CPTP ' 1: CPTV in
neutron-antineutron transition are strongly suppressed.
Let us consider a more interesting regime: ΛCPTV >>
|µψ − mψ|. Usually a neutron-antineutron experiment
is done in condition of a strongly suppressed magnetic
field. But in condition of ∆mnn¯ 6= 0, it is more appro-
priate to test a n− n¯ transition with |µnB| ' ∆mnn¯. In
fact, in this case the transition probability is resonantly
enhanced rather than suppressed [11]. For example let
us suppose that ∆mnn¯ ' 10−14 ÷ 10−6 eV: this case
corresponds to a range of external magnetic fields |B| '
10−3÷105Gauss. Clearly, a test with very high magnetic
fields up to 1÷10 Tesla is technologically challenging, but
4a test with 0.1 ÷ 1Gauss seems simpler to be realized.
From (10), we can estimate that ∆mnn¯ ' 2µ2nψ/ΛCPTV ,
that in our instanton-mediated model corresponds to
2Λ6QCD/Λ
5
NP , where Λ
5
NP = (M20m2g˜ΛCPTV ) ' 0.1 ÷
10 TeV. This scale is easy to obtain under several rea-
sonable choices of parameters. For example, M0 '
103 TeV, mg˜ ' 1 TeV, ΛCPTV ' 0.1 ÷ 10 MeV. In this
case, we can marriage our scenario with a low string
scale scenario MS ' 1000 TeV, with gaugini reachable
at LHC. Otherwise, another possible scenario can be
M0 ' 103 TeV, mg˜ ' 103 TeV, ΛCPTV ' 0.1 ÷ 10 eV.
Clearly, in these cases ψ has small Lorentz Invariant
masses |mψ − µψ| << 10−1 ÷ 107 eV. Let us note for
example that for µψ ' 10−19÷ 10−9ΛCPTV , one can ob-
tain an intriguing situation for n− n¯ transitions in pres-
ence of external magnetic fields: µnn¯ ' 10−23÷25 eV and
∆mnn¯ ' 109÷19µnn¯. However, a so light ψ seems dan-
gerous: it can lead to meson decays like K0 → ψψ¯, ψψ.
These decays can be obtain with a one loop diagram of
squarks. However, such a decay has a very suppressed
rate for ΛCPTV ' 1 eV ÷ 1 MeV: Br(KS(L) → ψψ¯) ∼
λ2ψ/m
2
KS,L
(ΛQCD/Λnψ)
2S < 10−31 ÷ 10−17, where λψ is
the mass eigenvalue of ψ, and S represents other un-
derstood suppressions in our one-loop diagrams. The
current limits extracted from existing data are only
Br(KS(L) → invisible) < 1.1 × 10−4(6.3 × 10−4) [12].
These limits are planned to be improved by 2−3 orders of
magnitude. In particular the planned experimental limits
The planned experimental limits on K → invisible are
expected to be at the level of B(KS(L) → invisible) <
10−8(10−6) or below, comparable with other possible me-
son decays into invisible channels [12]. On the other
hand, possible double decays nn→ ψψ are automatically
strongly suppressed: Γnn→ψψ ∼ (ρN/m2n)(ΛQCD/Λnψ)12
with ρN ' 0.23 fm−3, corresponding to τnn→ψψ ∼ 2 ×
1045 yr(Λnψ/TeV)
12. A possible nuclei destabilization de-
cays from n→ ψ is automatically avoided by energy con-
servation. A transition n → n¯ in nuclei is strongly sup-
pressed by the nuclear binding energy V ' 10÷100 MeV.
However, according to the analysis done in [13], a case
in which ΛCPY >> µψ,mψ leads to instabilities in the
hidden sector [32]. However, the analysis done in [13]
can be avoid by string-inspired spontaneously or dynam-
ically mechanisms, involving higher order self-interaction
couplings, as specified in the same paper. For example,
higher-derivatives can relevantly modify the dispersion
relation of the nweight in the high energy limit while
they are completely irrelevant in low energy limits. Such
an issue also involves deep principles like non-locality. To
interpret such an effective low energy model in a consis-
tent framework will deserve future investigations.
In the following part, we will focus on more natural
models, compatible with bounds of [13].
Let us suppose that mψ << ΛCPTV ' µψ, in con-
dition of suppressed magnetic fields. This case is free
by instabilities, according to the analysis done in [13].
In this case, RCPTV/CPTP ' 1/2. This also implies
a |∆mnn¯| ' µ2ψn/ΛCPTV . On the other hand, an in-
sightful way to rewrite these expressions is in term of
µnn¯/|∆mnn¯|:
µnn¯
|∆mnn¯| =
µψ
2ΛCPTV
(14)
As a consequence, a situation in which ∆mnn¯ ' µnn¯ cor-
responds to ΛCPTV ' µψ/2. The actual limit on µnn¯ cor-
responds to 10−23 eV. µψn = Λ3QCD/Λ
2
nψ, where Λnψ is
the New Physics scale in which such a n−ψ vertex is gen-
erated, As a consequence µnn¯ ' Λ6QCD/(3Λ4nψΛCPTV ),
under the assumption mψ << ΛCPTV ' µψ. So, µnn¯ <
10−23 eV corresponds to Λ4nψΛCPTV > (100 TeV)
5. The
next generation of experiments will test Λ4nψΛCPTV '
(1000 TeV/3)5 scale. A possible interesting scenario can
be Λnψ ' ΛCPTV ' µψ/2 ' 300 TeV. Such a sce-
nario is easy to obtain in our instanton-mediated model:
Λ4nψ = [e
+SE2MS ]
2m2g˜ so that e
+SE2MS ' mg˜ ' 300 TeV
as well as mg˜ ' 1 TeV and e+SE2MS ' 105 TeV can
be interesting. In both cases, MS is much smaller
than the Planck scale. Let us comment that if MS '
100 ÷ 1000 TeV, the hierarchy problem of the Higgs
mass will be alleviated from m2H/10
38 GeV2 ' 10−34 to
m2H/10
4÷6 TeV 2 ' 10−6 ÷ 10−8. As a consequence, a
possible future detection of n − n¯-transition eventually
may suggest a future plan for 100 ÷ 1000 TeV proton-
proton colliders after LHC. On the other hand, because
of eSE2-factor, MS = 10 TeV remains compatible with
our space of parameters: LHC will immediately test this
scenario in the next run. Another possible case can be
Λnψ ' 1012÷13 TeV while ΛCPTV ' 100 ÷ 103 GeV. In
this case, e+SE2MS ' mg˜ ' 1012÷13 TeV.
Now, let us discuss another plausible scenario: mψ '
µψ. In this case, µnn¯ ' µ2nψµψ/Λ2CPTV . Region of the
parameters are practically the same discussed later, re-
placing 3ΛCPTV → ΛCPTV . But in this case, n − n¯
is entirely generated by ΛCPTV . On the other hand,
|∆mnn¯| ' 2µ2ψn/ΛCPV , so that µnn¯ ' |∆mnn¯|/2. In
this case, actual limits on ∆mnn¯ are roughly 10
−23 eV
[33].
V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
In this paper, we have shown a mechanism for a dy-
namical CPTV, mediated from a hidden sector to the
neutron (antineutron) one. In particular, a sterile part-
ner of the neutron ψ can be introduced. We have called
such a particle ”neutronic weight”: it is a weight for our
desired CPTV see-saw. An effective neutron-nweight ver-
tex transmits informations about the hidden CPTV to
the neutron sector. As shown, such a vertex can be
induced by exotic instantons, without provoking other
dangerous ones. As a consequence, a CPTV mass term
for the neutron is generated. We remark that such a
mass term is naturally small, but testable in the next
generation of experiments in n − n¯-transitions! On the
other hand, such mechanism can be related to a primor-
dial CPTV baryogenesis through ψ-decays ψ → udd, u¯d¯d¯
5or in three quarks collisions udd → u¯d¯d¯. In this
case, Sakharov’s conditions are not satisfied and Baryon-
violations can be also generated in thermal equilibrium.
See [18] for discussions of these aspects in other contests
and in generic CPTV models.
On the other hand, our model suggests a direct test
in future colliders. In fact, exotic instantons can be
resonantly produced in 100 − 1000 TeV collisions like
udd, uds, ubs, ..,→ ψ. In this case, a distinct ’cutoff’ in
correspondent cross sections, related to effective lenght
scale of the exotic instanton, can provide a hint against
other gauge models.
For these motivations, we conclude that so mild limits
on neutron physics could hide unexpected CPTV effects,
despite of theoretical prejudices: only experimental ob-
servables will have the ”last word” about it.
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